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I'm at a point in my life with way too many "been there, done that's" - a return to simpler times and

ideas is very appealing. We live in the age of pharmaceutical companies who won't pursue a

medicine unless they can see big bucks in a patentented drug at the end of their research. Think

about it - they really have no interest in seeing us healthy - they want us dependent upon them . . .

for life, and that is exactly often what happens. I recently read a statistic that shocked me. A person

put on medications for High Blood Pressure, lives - on average - an extra 7 days because of being

on those meds for life! The truth is, the side effects of the drugs effect the person's health in

detrimental ways. All man-made, manufactured drugs have side effects. This statistic for high blood

pressure, I'm sure is just the tip of the iceberg! Argh!God created Adam and Eve and put them in the

middle of a garden. Can you close your eyes and just imagine what that must have smelled like.

Doesn't your body just feel cleaner and relaxed just imagining what that must have been like.

Essential oils are mentioned over 1000 times in the Bible - God put them in our environment and

then told us to take dominion over them. I think He had something more in mind than pesticides!This



book causes you to take a look at your Bible in new ways with new appreciation for words you

probably read over many times discounting them as antiquated and not for our day. No so, suggests

this author. You'll learn such things as the oils used to be burned as incense on altars in the temple

also possessed antiseptic and anti-viral properties. Hummm . . .

This book was totally un-put-downable !!! I am fascinated by the correlation between ancient

beliefs/modern science and impressed by the research that has gone into this book - but most of all

I am impressed by the easy, gentle way in which the Author guides us through what could be a

potentially confusing subject without being pompous or arrogant.I am not a particularly "religious"

person and chose to allow the Author his perspective on the spirituality concepts as he believes

them and found that this did not detract from the quality of the content of the book.I was somewhat

suprised by some of the vitriole that has been slung in this forum and in particular would like to

respond to the concept one detractor of the book theorised.... "that there were no biblical oils

because there were no complex, mechanical distilleries in ancient times....." absolutley correct ...

and I would go futher ...as there were no TV sets or DVD players there obviously was no

recreational relaxation in ancient times... and as there were no SUV's or sports cars obviously there

was no mobility.... and of course because there was no chemical factories there was no medication

and therefore no-one was ever "healed" .....As to the allegation of "peddling" I must have been

reading a different book??? I could not see anywhere in the book where Dr Stewart compromised

his morals or ethics in fact it appears he has gone to lengths to encourage others to do their own

research and if they choose to use Essential Oils that they do so with forethought, consideration and

as an informed decision rather than blythly accepting whatever is told to them. His section on

sharing the oils in church groups is obviously not for everyone - so those that aren't interested...
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